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Overview of function prefixes and header files

Table 1: Internal function prefixes and header files

Prefix Header Abstraction
luaL_ lauxlib.h Auxiliary library (extends public API)
luaK_ lcode.h Code generator
N/A lctype.h Replacement for ctype.h
luaG_ ldebug.h Debug hooks?
luaD_ ldo.h Calls; register-window stack
luaF_ lfunc.h Closures and free varibles (“upvalues”)
luaC_ lgc.h Garbage collection
luaX_ llex.h Lexical analysis
N/A llimits.h Sizes, limits, numeric-operation macros
luaM_ lmem.h Allocation
luaO_ lobject.h Key representations: Values, type tags, conversions
N/A lopcodes.h Instruction decoding; opcode table
N/A lparser.h Parser; classification of names
luaE_ lstate.h Interpreter state; call stack
luaS_ lstring.h Strings
luaH_ ltable.h (Hash) tables
luaT_ ltm.h Tag methods (metamethods)
lua_ lua.h Public (C) API
N/A luaconf.h Configuration for portability (uninteresting)
luaopen_ lualib.h Access to standard libraries
luaV_ lvm.h Bytecode interpreter & operations
luaZ_ lzio.h Buffered streams
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Preliminaries, to understand before class

Relevant documentation

You should have already read this documentation:

• Lua manual sections 4.1 to 4.3 (the Lua stack, also known as the register-
window stack)

• The section on Lua Stack and Registers in the Lua 5.3 Bytecode Reference

• API documentation for these functions:

– lua_call
– lua_gettop
– lua_remove
– lua_pushvalue
– lua_tolstring
– lua_pcall

We’ll look only briefly at the lvm.c file, which interprets the bytecode instructions,
but if you’re curious about macros like GETARG_B or GETARG_C, this internal
documentation (from the start of lopcodes.h) hints what those are:

We assume that instructions are unsigned numbers. All instructions
have an opcode in the first 6 bits. Instructions can have the following
fields:

'A' : 8 bits
'B' : 9 bits
'C' : 9 bits
'Ax' : 26 bits ('A', 'B', and 'C' together)
'Bx' : 18 bits ('B' and 'C' together)
'sBx' : signed Bx

To help you learn the API, I also recommend studying two predefined functions,
and you will want to being with their documentation:

• print
• assert

Code to read (understanding the API)

To see an example of the Lua API in action, look at function luaB_print on
line 24 of lbaselib.c. If you want another, try luaB_assert on line 372. These
C functions implement the predefined Lua functions print and assert. The
print function uses no internals; it call only API functions that any client
could call. The assert function uses one internal: luaB_error. This internal
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guarantees that an assertion failure trips the proper error behavior even if an
ill-mannered programmer has overwritten the global variable error.

Code to read (understanding the internals)

On line 160 of header file lstate.h, understand these fields of the struct
lua_State:

• Fields top, stack_last, and stack (type StkId is TValue *)
• Fields ci and nci
• Field base_ci
• Field errorJmp
• Field nCcalls

On line 65 of header file lstate.h, understand the CallInfo structure. Ignore
fields having to do with yields.

On line 97 of lapi.c, read the implementation of lua_checkstack. Note
differences between ci->top and L->top.

On line 60 of lapi.c, read the first two cases in the implementation of
index2addr.

What we learned last time

(1) How is the Lua call stack represented? It’s a doubly linked list of activation
records, each having type CallInfo.

(2) How does it present an interleaving of Lua activations with C activations?
What’s actually happening with the C stack? An activation record for a Lua
function has a nonzero callstatus field, initially CIST_LUA. An activation
record for a C function has a callstatus of zero. Since they are in a
linked list, the two can be interleaved in any way you like.

An activation record (CallInfo) for C code could actually stand formultiple
activations on the C stack. The representation compresses all the C code,
no matter how deep, into a single activation on the Lua side. Another
activation gets pushed only if the C code calls back into Lua.

(3) How does the Lua call stack work with the register-window stack (also
known as “the Lua stack”)? Code is compiled (or is written by hand) to
refer to particular locations on the Lua stack. But these references stand
for different locations depending on the activation. It’s the base and top
fields of the Lua activation record that determine the meaning of references
to the Lua stack.
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(4) In the virtual machine, how does the CALL instruction work? Skipped.
We’ll look at it today.

(5) In the API, how does function lua_call work? When lua_call is invoked,
the function to be called must sit on the Lua stack, followed by the
actual parameters. Function lua_call is given the number of the actual
parameters, and it finds the function implicitly. Function lua_call is also
told how many results to expect. When the call finishes, the function
and its actual parameters have been replaced with exactly the number of
results passed to lua_call. If the called function fails, lua_call does not
return, instead, the machine longjmps to a destination.

Code to read (calls, to discuss in class)

In today’s class we’ll look at calls, both unprotected and protected.

On line 1130 of lvm.c, read the implementation of the OP_CALL opcode, and
also the implementation of luaD_precall on line 413 of ldo.c. Be prepared to
compare the two main cases of luaD_precall. Ignore the “hook” code.

It’s possible to look at the implementation of lua_call, which is treated as a
special case of lua_callk (line 898 of lapi.c). But I recommend against it:
there are enough tiny procedural abstractions here that the code becomes
confusing. Control flows from lua_call to lua_callk to luaD_callnoyield
to luaD_call to luaD_precall to luaV_execute. It’s easier to study the VM
code, which follows a similar but less complicated path.

Finally, the implementation of pcall:

• Starting on line 931 of lapi.c, read the implementation of lua_pcallk.
Focus on the special case of lua_pcall, in which ctx is 0 and k is NULL.
(Note: functions savestack and restorestack convert a stack index to
and from an integer, which is then resilient to movement (reallocation) of
the stack.)

• Notice function f_call; it uses luaD_callnoyield and luaD_call as a
roundabout way of getting to luaD_precall and luaV_execute.

• On line 721 of ldo.c, read the implementation of luaD_pcall. Focus on
the stack unwinding. Don’t get distracted by luaD_shrinkstack.

• On line 136 of ldo.c, read the implementation of luaD_rawrunprotected.
The LUAI_TRY macro calls setjmp, and it executes the body if setjmp
returns 0, which happens on the first trip though. The outcome of the body
is represented by the contents of field lj.status. During the execution of
the protected call, this field is the same as L->errorJmp->status, which
may be set to an error code by luaD_throw (just above). The final status
is returned from luaD_rawrunprotected.
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Questions

(6) How are ordinary calls implemented?

(7) How are protected calls (pcall) implemented?
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